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INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, ROORKEE
(Department of physics)

Dated: ...26.10.2022

Applications are invited from Indian nationals only for project position(s) as perthe details given below forthe researchpro-iect(s) under the Principal investigator Q',tami: ...i"or. Soumitra Satapathi.), o"pi.lc"rtr. ...physics...... IndianInstitute of Technology, Roorkee.

1' title of project: Semi Transport Third Generation Photovoltaics Device for Building Integration2. Sponsor of the project: Virtual Energy Conclave, IIT Roorkee

3. Project position(s) and number: Research Associate (l)
4' Qualifications: PhD in Physics/chemistry/optics/Engineering Disciplines with hands-on experience of transient

absorption spectroscopy

Emoluments: INR. 50,000/ Consolidated

Duration: 2 years

Job description: Running of transient absorption spectroscopy and transient fluorescence spectroscopy instrument,
data acquisition, and data interpretation, writing manuscripts

I ' candidates before appearing for the interview shall ensure that
apply.

they are eligible for the position they intend to

2' candidates desiring to appear for the Interview should submit their applications with the following documents tothe office of Principal Investigator through email, by post or produce atthe time of lnterview:
' Application in a plain paper with detailed CV including chronological discipline of degree/certificates

obtained.

' F.xperience incruding research, industriar field and others.

' Attested copies of degree/certificate and experience certificate.3' candidate shall bring along with them the original degree(s)/certificate(s) and experience certificate(s) at the time3f interview for verification.
4' Preference will be given to SC/ST candidates on equal qualifications and experience.5. Please note that no TA/DA is admissible for attending the interview.

The last date for application to be submitted to office of Principal Investigator is ...30. 11.2022........by 5 pM.

-fhe interview will be held at ... I 0.12.2022. ......... on
Room... (to be given only for walk in interview)

I AM. ... at ...Physics Seminar

Tel:+91-8126916483 Fax: Name and signature
of Principal Investigator
Prof. Soumitra Satapathi
Department of Physics,IIT Roorkee

E mail : sp_u.mit"qa*qtqpathi@ph_rrtr.ap. iU
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